18th June, 2019
Ref. 18070/3.15
Planning Application 18/0825/PP
Proposed New Dwelling House at Rossland Crescent, Bishopton

Appeal Statement To The Local Review Body

Application Site highlighted in red

1.0

Introduction

Mr Derrick and Ms Gemmell own a triangular shaped area of lawn at Rossland Cresent. This is private ground. The ownership boundary (indicated as part of
the Planning Permission in Principle application), incorporates the entire central lawn area at Rossland Crescent, located within a central residential area,
covered by Policy P1, “Renfrewshire’s Places.” It is currently occupied by mature trees to the North corner of the site and an electrical substation housed on a
hard standing to the South West corner of the site protected by steel Palisade fencing. A hard standing area is used by some of the residents of Rossland
Crescent, without permission from Mr Derrick and Ms Gemmell, but similarly without restriction, for parking of Camper Vans / additional off street parking.
There are number of bollards, sparsely spaced, located around the central lawn and on the pavements opposite, to restrict parking and to mark speed control
bumps. Referring to Map C of the Local Development Plan for Bishopton Erskine and Inchinan, Policy P6 – Open Space is defined by a green outline. We
recognise the importance and necessity for relief between buildings, however this ground is not specifically identified specifically as “open space, P6.”
Our Client intends to obtain Planning Permission in Principle for a new modest sized dwelling house, highlighted by a red application site boundary line, as
per the PPP Application.
Policy P1 – Renfrewshire’s Places states:
“Within uncoloured areas on the proposals maps there will be a general presumption in favour of a continuance of the built form. New development proposals
within these areas should make a positive contribution to the Place and be compatible and complementary to existing uses as set out by the New
Development Supplementary Guidance and Renfrewshire’s Places Design Guidance.”
This appeal statement demonstrates that our Client has considered and is willing to make a positive contribution to the remaining 76.7% of the undeveloped
central lawn, and is proposing to develop only 23.3% of the privately owned ground.

2.0 Planning Application in Principal Submission and
Summary of Supporting Design Statement
2.1

Client Brief

A proposal was submitted by Nicholson McShane Architects to obtain Planning
Permission in Principle to build a single accessibility enhanced dwelling, a storey
and a half (bungalow) on private ground. The application site (right), is proposed
between the existing substation and large tree at the North End of the ownership
boundary, directly opposite a new build Bungalow on private grounds East of No.53
Rossland Crescent, (15/0179/PP, approved under delegated powers) completed in
September 2017. Our Client intends to build a new-build dwelling of modest scale and
character, sympathetic to the surrounding properties and positioned so as to minimise
the impact on neighbouring properties and their outlook. The location of the application
site within the ownership boundary is strategic; it promotes the preservation and
enhancement of the large central lawn, both visually and in terms of impact on
neighbouring properties.
2.2

Disability and Accessibility – A Reason For A New Purpose Built Dwelling

Camper vans parked on lawn, within our Client’s ownership boundary

The design of the new dwelling will offer improved accessibility to and within the
property. Ms Gemmell’s daughter is wheelchair bound and this is a major consideration
as to why they require a new build property that will be specifically planned to suit her
specific needs. Other properties within the locale offer limited access, or are not fit for
purpose, or require substantial modification. For this reason, they purchased
this vacant strip of land, recognising it’s P1 classification.
2.3

General Proposed Character of Dwelling

The proposed dwelling shall be of a character that is sympathetic to the grounds and
character of the surrounding dwelling in terms of;
 Scale: The proposed dwelling shall be no more than 1 and a half storeys,
with a pitch roof – a bungalow.
 Size: The proposed dwelling shall be 3 or 4 bedrooms.
 Materials: The materials will be sympathetic to the surrounding local with
traditional finishes, or contemporary alternative to respect the properties adjacent.
 The proposed dwelling shall have off street parking, in keeping with the general
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arrangement of the wider content of Rossland Crescent.






Parking can be designed to meet the requirements of the roads guidelines.
Our Client is also amenable to a new pedestrian footpath and additional
‘visitors’ / general on-street parking being formed, which can be
accommodated by altering the grounds beyond the heel kerb.
Visibility splays, as required by the roads guidelines, will be achieved.
The proposed dwelling is sited so as to minimise impact on surrounding
dwellings –located to the West. Most dwellings will continue to look onto the
lawn.

The trees to the north of the lawn screen the application site – the impact on
Nos. 1 and 2 Rossland Crescent is minor. The proposed newly completed development
on the grounds of No. 53 is opposite the application site. Our proposals, in turn, help to
balance the streetscape.
2.4 – Enhancing the remaining Lawn
Nicholson McShane Architects, Ms Gemmell and Mr Derrick met with Sharon
Marklow and James Weir on the 28th February 2019 to hopefully negotiate a way
forward, by way of the following;

Recent Permission on Lawn within grounds of No. 53 Rossland Crescent,
image above before consent
As part of the development and condition of consent our Client proposes to enhance
the lawn by way of a landscaping scheme and creating a civic space. The intention
is to:
a. Create a more attractive space by enhancing the quality of the ground.
b. Encourage the neighbours to engage with the space, improving the civic
function.
c. Enhance the outlook, create a focal point and a sense of place.
d. Provide a benefit to the public which outweighs the present value of the existing
ground.
e. Improve the quality and range of facilities.
Currently the grounds are not used, other than for space relief between the neighbours.
Our Client prepared the sketch, (page 5), which is indicative of how the grounds may be
developed.

Post-Consent and completed build.

2.0

Planning Application Refusal and Evaluation

2.1

Refusal

An Application for Planning Permission in Principle (Ref. 18/0825/PP) was refused on 26th March
2019 under delegated powers. The reason for refusal was set out in the report of handling, as follows:
“The proposed development will result in the loss of part of an area of recreation and amenity
lawn which provides an outlook to neighbouring properties, and is an intrinsic part of the
residential environment in which it is located. The loss of part of this lawn will have a
detrimental impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties, and will erode the value of the
lawn as a recreational resource. The loss of lawn cannot be compensated for by
alternative provision in another location. On this basis the proposed development is not
considered to comply with Policy P8 of the Adopted Local Development Plan 2014, Policy P6 of
the Proposed Local Development Plan 2019, and the associated New Development Supplementary
Guidance on Lawn.”

Evaluation of Refusal Decision – our comments and remarks in blue

2.2

The main points raised above are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Loss of part of an area of recreation and Amenity space
Loss of outlook to neighbouring properties
Lawn is an intrinsic part of the residential development.
Detrimental impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties
Erode the value of the lawn as a recreational resource
The compensation by way of alternative provision.
Policy P8 of the Adopted Local Development Plan 2014
Policy P6 of the Proposed Local Development Plan 2019
New Development Supplementary Guidance on Lawn

Client’s proposed schematic landscaping
scheme

1. Loss of part of an area of Recreation and Amenity space
Recreation: The ground owned by Our Client is not currently used for recreation. It is privately owned. Although the lawn is maintained periodically by our
Client, the grass cuttings are generally not removed. To our knowledge there has been no complaint received in respect of the condition of the grounds, but

we would argue that the limited maintenance to the lawn and it’s lack of amenity limits the use of recreation. It currently offers limited opportunity for physical
engagement.
Amenity: Regarding amenity, the ground is not useful in terms of function. It provides relief by way of creating distance between the surrounding dwellings.
The only notable features on the ground is the large tree to the North of the plot. This offers a focal point and interest. There is no impact on the existing tree.
There is a hard standing area to the South of the land, currently used for the parking of campervans. Our Client is willing to offer this land for the continued
use of parking. Notably, the presence of campervans on the ground appears to be at odds with the principles of Lawn. Arguably, the quality and enjoyment of
the ground is also lessened by the presence of the vehicles on these areas of hardstanding, and they detract from any outlook.
2. Loss of outlook to neighbouring properties
The proposed development is located to the North West of the site in order to maintain this relief and minimised the physical and aesthetic impact. The
neighbouring properties still have a maintained outlook across the ownership ground. The site application area is 0.0562 Ha. The immediate lawn area at
Rossland Crescent (total) is 0.24079 Ha. The site application proposes to occupy 23.3% of this or 1.7% of the overall lawn in the vicinity.
3. Lawn is an intrinsic part of the residential development.
We fully agree that open space is of major importance to any development. The land (lawn) in question is not of notable quality. The land is not used by
residents and other than the provision of green space, by way of a lawn, the only other purpose of the land is to provide some relief between the surrounding
dwellings and to aid the organisation of infrastructure. Our Client believes that this residential offers a genuine opportunity to “complete the block,” offering a
balance to the North West side of Rossland Crescent with a similar new-build dwelling to that completed opposite. Our Client equally is committed to
developing and enhancing the civic functionality, quality and outlook of the remaining 76.7% of the grounds for the enjoyment of residents.
4. Detrimental impact on the amenity of neighbouring properties
Our Client believes that the siting and scale of this development mitigates the impact on neighbouring properties. The definition of amenity is “a desirable or
useful feature or facility of a building or place.” The private land owned by our Client is featureless and is limited as a desirable space. As per our comments
above, our Client intends to enhance or alter the lawn to offer improved landscaping, amenity, a sense of place and create a more attractive outlook, which
will in turn will contribute to the added value of the locale.
5. Erode the value of the lawn as a recreational resource
The lawn referred to, to reiterate, is privately owned lawn, designated under P1, Renfrewshire’s places. Our Client intends to leave the main area
undeveloped. This development can be viewed as an erosion of the undeveloped lawn with limited access and interest or alternatively an opportunity to
enhance the quality of the green space, to encourage residents to engage with the ground, thus offering a recreational resource, and improved value of the
site and residences surround the lawn. Our Client is committed to ensuring that this happens if the application is approved by the Local Review Body.
6. The compensation by way of alternative provision.

During the meeting on 28th February with Sharon Marklow and James Weir, our Client offer to pay a financial contribution by way of a Section 75 agreement
or similar for the loss of space, thus offering compensation and an opportunity to enhance this site or another site within the vicinity. Please refer below (point
8) for details of surrounding lawns, all within the vicinity. Our Client would be amenable to negotiation and discussions about a contribution, adoption of the
remaining ground by the council, and/or enhancing the remaining lawn. Our Client has already offered a number of alternative solutions including financial
contribution to the Planning Department, all of which have been declined.
7. POLICY P8 – Lawn The Council will support the protection of lawn, recreational provision and amenity space from development unless it’s
demonstrated that its loss, or replacement with alternative provision of quality and quantity which is in a suitable accessible location, is acceptable
and in accordance with the criteria set out in the New Development SG. New development should, where appropriate, incorporate accessible
multifunctional lawn, recreational facilities and amenity space of a quality and quantity, in the right location, to meet the needs arising from the
development.
Our Client believes that by developing a landscaping scheme which is mutually acceptable and of interest to Renfrewshire Planning Dept, thus enhancing the
civic function, improved recreational facilities, accessibility, and by developing a strip of lawn into a quality amenity space that Policy P8 is satisfied. A new
landscaped area would be overlooked by surrounding residents, and they may be encouraged to take interest and pride in the upkeep of the grounds. It is our
Client’s intention to raise the quality and value of Rossland Crescent, and to strengthen it as a desirable place to live, with a sense of place.
8. POLICY P6 – Lawn Areas of lawn, recreation provision and amenity space, as shown on the Local Development Plan Proposals Maps, will be
protected from development. Any development proposals which would result in the loss of an area of lawn not identified on the Proposals Maps will
be assessed in relation to criteria set out in the New Development Supplementary Guidance. New development must link to or incorporate accessible
multifunctional lawn, recreational facilities and amenity space of a quality and quantity, in the right location, to meet the needs arising from the
development. Lawn should be designed to meet the recreational needs of people of different ages and physical abilities contributing to health and
wellbeing across Renfrewshire.
A substantial designated (P6) lawn exists between Rossland Crescent, Newton Road and Rossland Gardens. The local Dry Cleaners and supermarket also
back onto this lawn, which has an area of circa 1.915Ha. There is also a childrens’ play park at Newton Rd (Circa 0.04526 Ha) and the football pitch grounds
(Circa 1.045 Ha). Total area of the lawn adjacent to Rossland Crescent is circa 3Ha. As per point 6 above, our Client would be willing to make a contribution
to the enhancement of these lawns, making them more appealing to the recreational needs of the residents. Our Client is willing to work with the Council to
achieve a mutual proposal.
9. New Supplementary Guidance on Lawn
Areas of lawn, recreation provision and amenity space set out in the Proposals Maps will be protected from development.
Areas of lawn not shown on the Proposals Maps including, play parks and small areas of recreation and amenity space will be protected from development,
unless the following criteria can be satisfied:



The proposed development is for recreation or physical activity use and it improves the quality and range of facilities
There is a long-term excess in the provision of pitches, playing fields and public lawn in the wider area, taking into








account long term strategy for provision, estimated demand and overall recreational and amenity value
The development will not lead to a significant net loss of lawn
The proposal incorporates the retention or enhancement of the existing facilities on part of the site, while enabling redevelopment of the surplus
section of the site for another purpose. In addition, there is no significant adverse impact on the amenity of nearby residents
Alternative provision of equal or greater community benefit and accessibility would be made available on another site
The benefit of the proposed development to the public clearly outweighs the present lawn value of the site
The amenity of the surrounding area will not be significantly affected by the loss of lawn and by the nature of the proposed development.

2.3
Enhancing the remaining Lawn (above) addresses much of the criteria noted above. Our Client recognises that their development is primarily
focussed on the building of a new dwelling house, with enhanced accessibility for their private use. Notwithstanding this, our Client understands and respects
the need for appropriate lawn in terms of recreation, amenity and the impact that loss of lawn has on the community. Again we would emphasise that this
existing lawn, a patch of lawn, is of limited quality and offers very limited use – none of the residents around Rossland Crescent appear to use it for
recreation. Our Client would be happy for a conditioned consent whereby the remaining 76.7% of the grounds are enhanced for public engagement.

3.0

Other Relevant Policies and Justification for Development

Scottish Planning Policy 11 Lawn and Physical Activity” (SPP11) defines lawn as:
“A term which includes greenspace consisting of any vegetated land or structure, water or geological feature within and on the edges of settlements, including
allotments, trees, woodland, paths and civic space‟ consisting of squares, market places and other paved or hard landscaped areas with a civic function.”
Extract from Adopted Local Development Plan 2014, Places, Lawn
“Lawn makes an important contribution within both the urban and rural areas within Renfrewshire and contributes to the natural and built environment of
places. Development proposals should aim to protect and where possible enhance lawn, recreational areas and amenity space. In new residential
developments it is important that a high quality environment is created with good access to lawn and the provision of green space which enhances the setting
of the development.”
Environment
“By promoting good quality development, the LDP aims to protect and enhance natural heritage, green spaces, landscape character, biodiversity, as well as
recreational and access resources. There is support for development or use of land that protects and enhances the built heritage, including projects where a
high quality public realm and better place making will result.”

4.0 Comments and Summary:
In reviewing the above policy guidelines, Our Client accepts and respects that the existing land in question is undoubtedly greenspace (vegetated land),
however it lacks many of the features listed under SPP11 (paths, allotment, geological features, paths, civic space or paved / landscaped areas). The existing
lawn is minimally maintained – grass cutting only. The cuttings are generally not removed. The existing ground does not provide a significant enhancement to
the locale. It is a featureless lawn area which provides visual relief to dwellings – a bland outlook. The grounds are not used for recreation. The grounds are,
in part, used for parking of camper vans which arguably deter from the lawn policy SPP11 and local development plan policies SP6 and SP8. Our Client
proposes to enhance the grounds as part of their proposed private dwelling development, as per our comments listed above. They intend to improve
landscaping for public engagement, enjoyment and to add value and enhanced sense of place. The positioning of the new dwelling has been strategic so as
to minimise impact on the lawn. Our Client intends to improve accessibility and interaction between residents.
Our Client is willing to work with the Planning Department and Local Authority to reach a mutual agreement / conditions to the continued enhancement of the
grounds or to improve amenity provisions. Our Client is also agreeable to a financial contribution to other amenity spaces within the locality, or condition that
Rossland Crescent grounds are developed to provide residents with a civic functional space, recreation or landscaping which will improve biodiversity and
access, while maintaining open. This was stated at our meeting on 28th February 2019, yet the planners seemed unwilling to accept this as justification for
any development on the application site. The planners were also unwilling to negotiate a lessened scheme with lessened impact on the site.
Proposed new boundary treatments could provide enhancement by screening the substation and application site, lessening the impact of the new boundary
treatments and enhancing the outlook from the surrounding properties. With the proposed dwelling backing onto the lawn, this provides a further vantage
point whereby the grounds can be monitored.
Our Client firmly believes that their proposed dwelling offers an opportunity to improve the wider vicinity in terms of value, through landscaping, thus offering a
remarkable outlook. They also believe that by enhancing the grounds, Policies SPP11, SP6 and SP8 can all be satisfied.

